Constituents and pH changes in protein rich hyaluronan solution affect the biotribological properties of artificial articular joints.
The relationship between the coefficient of friction and pH value or protein constituents of lubricating fluid, together with viscosity, were studied within a bearing surface model for artificial joint, ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) against stainless steel (SUS), using a mechanical spectrometer. Four lubricants were tested in this study: sodium hyaluronate (HA), HA with albumin, HA with gamma-globulin, and HA with (L)alpha-dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine ((L)alpha-DPPC). The coefficient of friction between UHMWPE and SUS in HA with albumin or HA with gamma-globulin varied from 0.035 to 0.070 depending on angular velocity and pH. The coefficient of friction in HA or HA with (L)alpha-DPPC varied from 0.023 to 0.045 depending on angular velocity and pH. The variation in pH for HA with albumin had a large effect on the coefficient of friction at low range of angular velocity with viscosity independence. The variation in pH for HA with gamma-globulin had a large effect on the coefficient of friction with viscosity dependence at high angular velocity. The addition of (L)alpha-DPPC showed a small effect on the coefficient of friction at low angular velocity. This study confirms that the presence of albumin in the lubricant promotes pH dependence and viscosity independence of the tribological properties at low speed while the presence of globulin promotes pH and viscosity independence at low speed and promotes pH and viscosity dependence at high speed in the lubrication of UHMWPE against SUS. This study supports the clinical hypothesis that the effect of constituents and pH changes in periprosthetic fluid for the lubrication is a clue toward resolving many complications after total joint replacement.